
The drama of a presidential election played out as a work of American political theatre manipulated by sound bytes
over substance, images instead of issues and promises that will never become precedents. In this age of instant
communication, 24-hour a day network and cable news programs, internet messaging and electronic mail, diversionary
trivia and sidebar distractions continued their roles in the election process. Nuanced and aptly described as Political
Reductionism, this media driven ploy is a minor art form among the nation’s current crop of spin-doctors. Machiavelli
would have been proud.

Following the lead of history yet never quite learning
from it, Obama and Romney amply demonstrated
that the highly improbable is always a distinct
possibility in the world of power politics. Before the
first debate, who would have guessed that Big Bird
would become a partisan political pawn and mascot
for the ideologies of both parties? For supporters of
Romney, this beloved character from Sesame Street
came to encapsulate and exemplify accusations of
out-of-control government spending and rampant
waste. Democrats hailed his presence on the cultural
scene as an example of social investment and big
government engineering at its best. The ensuing
arguments, television ads and political pontificating
were enough to make Oscar the Grouch flip his lid.

Both candidates and their respective supporters had
a strong hold on diversion tactics in the campaign
arena. Vice presidential players are as much a part of
this political dramaturgy as their would-be bosses.
Over the course of the campaign Congressman Paul
Ryan, the running mate of GOP candidate Mitt
Romney, often endorsed the literary skills and
philosophical views of the late writer/philosopher
Ayn Rand. At one time describing herself as a
“radical for capitalism,” Ayn Rand maintains her role
as a patron saint for libertarians while generating an
equal amount of angst among liberals. In a speech
before the Atlas Society, an organization that
promotes Rand’s beliefs, Ryan articulated his view of
her impact on the culture, stating, “There is no better
place to find the moral case for capitalism and
individualism than in the writings of Ayn Rand.” 

Part two of the motion picture trilogy of Ayn Rand’s
most famous work, Atlas Shrugged, premiered several
weeks before the presidential election, a marketing
decision viewed as suspicious by some but a sign of
hope to others. Second only to the Bible in terms of
its life-changing impact, Atlas Shrugged, once described

as “a novel that makes well poisoning look like one of
the kinder arts,” is a coming-of-age favorite for the rare
high school student who actually thinks. The
interjection of Ayn Rand into the national political
arena served to muddy the rough and tumble waters
of partisan political philosophy, yet in a unique turn
of events the verbosity of her works gave voters of
every political stripe a perfect excuse for elegant
name-calling and truncated histrionics. 

Virtual obscurity is no barrier for a catapult launch
into the national spotlight. In 2008, Samuel
Wurzelbacher entered America’s presidential history
when he was used as an example of the Common
Man. Dubbed “Joe the Plumber” by GOP
presidential nominee John McCain, this 35-year-old
Ohio resident became a media darling and the focal
point of endless scrutiny by news mavens. Interviews
with Katie Couric, appearances on Fox News and
record deals kept this middle class plumber in the
American consciousness long after Democrat Barack
Obama moved into the White House.

As history demonstrates, promoting smoke and
mirrors non-issues in a campaign is not limited to the
present day. Questions concerning Mitt Romney’s
affiliation with the Mormon Church vividly recalled
another era in American history when religion was a
political hot potato. For the generation that came of
age in the Cold War, experienced the Vietnam War
and paid for the War on Poverty, questions
concerning religious affiliation were a diversionary
tactic in the 1960 Kennedy/ Nixon campaign. John
Kennedy’s membership in the Catholic Church
proved to be a major bone of contention firmly
lodged in the throats of American Protestants.
Prejudice against the Catholic Church was an
on-going issue, not only for hardscrabble evangelicals
in the rural south, but also among the nation’s
Protestant brethren who should have known better.

A prolific writer, social commentator and pastor of
New York City’s prestigious Marble Collegiate
Church, Norman Vincent Peale was an erudite and
sophisticated clergyman, yet he epitomized America’s
religious intolerance and interjected it into the
political process of the day. In expressing his anxiety
over JFK seeking the presidency, he grimly warned,
“Faced with the election of a Catholic, our very
culture is at stake.” While his comment elicited
critical reaction from a number of Christian and
Jewish leaders alike, the issue of Kennedy’s religion
remained as an unwelcome and diversionary presence
throughout the campaign. Yet as revisionist history
demonstrated, JFK’s Catholicism was politically
irrelevant. In spite of predictions and factious
warnings, images of the Virgin Mary did not appear
on American currency; Saint Patrick’s Cathedral was
never the “New York White House” and President
Eisenhower did not break his leg tripping over the
Pope’s luggage exiting the White House. In a
statement well beyond ironic and cosmically accurate,
the ultimate defense for and response to questions
about Kennedy’s religion came from his wife, Jackie,
“It’s so terribly unfair to hold it against Jack for being
a Catholic--he’s such a bad one.” 

Big Bird, Ayn Rand, Joe the Plumber and
Catholicism — critical players and issues in any
presidential election, no doubt. Yet in the upcoming
administration, let us hope they do not draw our
attention away from the more prosaic matters on the
American agenda: a national debt measured in
trillions of dollars, a continuing threat of nuclear
terrorism from an expanding list of global adversaries
and the on-going crisis over energy sources and future
options. The voters of Main Street, Wall Street and
yes, even Sesame Street, will be watching President
Obama very carefully. 
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My Name is

Big bird
AND I DON’T APPROVE OF YOUR MESSAGES
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http://www.foresthillscelebrity.com/



